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SHARON: Hi, I'm Sharon

lisa: and I'm Lisa. And together we're the Introvert Sisters.

SHARON: Welcome to our podcast.

lisa: Yes, welcome, welcome, welcome, welcome back. We are the little podcast that

could. W e're on episode seven. We are doing this thing, Sis

SHARON: We are doing it, we are doing it and we're starting off today with in our

world. Sis, what have you got to say?
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lisa: So, everybody basically is right now dealing with isolation. In our world introverts

tend to definitely prefer our own company or the company of a chosen few. Our

circles tend to be very small and tight, very well curated. And so quarantine or

isolation that sort of the world is going through right now might be easier for a lot of

introverts versus extroverts who feed on social interaction, feed on other people's

energy. I mean this in a positive way, like they need that in order to feel their best

selves and be their best selves. And we touched on it in an earlier episode, but now

it seems it's like the world has gone from full FOMO to FOSI. FOSI is what I call fear

of staying inside. So fear of all the isolation and just the aloneness and not being

able to see anyone and feeling like you're not really connected. And even even

introverts again, even though we tend to keep our circles small, we need human

contact as well. and so, my question to you is like, how are you feeling with that? I

mean, I guess it's different for you because you actually have family in the house

with you.

SHARON: Yes . it's interesting because I mean, as you say, I'm normally in the

house with my family, and that definitely provides a little more interaction, a little

more, moral support. there are other people that you see regularly that you're not

seeing now.. Regular quiz night is off for the foreseeable future, Divas girls' movie

night is off for the foreseeable future. So there are those social interactions that you

miss even as introverts because as we've said in a previous episode, it's not that

introverts don't like
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SHARON: people, but they're selective about their socializing.

lisa: Extremely selective.. Extremely selective. So do you think therefore, even for

introverts, do you think it's possible to take isolation too far then?

SHARON: I think you can be too isolated. Definitely. I think at a time like this, you still

need to connect with others. You still need to, even if it's virtually. Because we're

human beings and we need some social interaction. Even introverts, I believe.

lisa: No, I agree with you. I mean, for me, my situation is different from yours. As I've

mentioned before, it's just for, for our millions of listeners out there, it's me and my

dog and my situation. ... but this is my everyday life, right? So I don't feel that much

different. I don't feel as isolated as somebody that's more extroverted and social , but

I'm definitely the pinch a little bit. I'm glad that I live on one floor and I have neighbors

on the floor below me and I'm just glad to know - though again, we're social

distancing . So I mean, no, we're not hanging out partying and playing board games

together, but it does help. Just knowing that there are other human beings in the

building is helpful.
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lisa: . So anyway, guys, so we have some tips for if isolation is feeling difficult for

you. Tips for how you can, basically deal with it. So our two big tips are, first of all, to

connect with yourself and connect with others. And so under connecting with

yourself . First of all, get present, monitor your moods and emotions, right There's

some people who are already diagnosed, let's say with depression or, or a, a mood

disorder. and others are just, could be just starting to experience what is called,

situational depression. In other words, we're in a pandemic, it's unprecedented.

Nobody has gone through this in our lifetime before. It's an unfamiliar situation.

Ordinarily you're not depressed, but this is making you feel it. Feel that way. So

either way, monitor yourself, as closely as you can.

lisa: If you feel like you might be circling the drain, then take whatever steps you can

to counteract that, have a safe person, somebody that you feel comfortable around

and that you can basically talk about anything with. And who knows that if you fall

silent, they're supposed to reach out to just check on you. Like identify that person

and just be open and say, Hey, I need you to know if I've fallen silent for like three

days running, just, reach out and send me a text, make sure I'm okay. Right. So

connect with yourself.B uild those bridges.

SHARON: Absolutely. I think that's very important. And, we all have that person who

is a go to person

SHARON: for us. And in many cases that person might reach out automatically.
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LISA: True.

SHARON: But in case they don't, having that other person - someone on standby

SHARON: who's going to help you avoid going down the drain, even if you're

circling.. . .

lisa: B ut like I said, part of it is connecting with yourself and sort of being aware as

to, might I be in a little bit of trouble, might I be doing, doing a slide downward. So

just, check in with yourself. I would also say to prioritize self care and mindfulness.

So this is something that we've touched on a couple of times. Yoga, meditation,

journaling, all of them can help. I f you have any kind of outside space, whether it is,

a balcony or patio or garden or something of that nature. Y ou don't have to, to invite

anybody else there with you, but just go out and enjoy it yourself.

SHARON: And mindfulness will help you also to be present, to monitor those moods,

to be aware when you might be getting into the danger zone.

SHARON: . True practices I think go together in a sense.
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lisa: Yes. Yes. And if you're into the airy fairy, new age stuff - which I'm into. So this is

not a pejorative at all - but do energy raising exercises, and use, use your Reiki and

do your chi gong and your tai chi and do all of that to help bring your energy to a

good, healthy, positive place. Another tip is, touche is healing. We all know this, right.

Now, touch is healing, but we're social distancing, so even something like dry

brushing your skin or lotion ing your body, you are going to have to find ways to

incorporate that kind of self care as well and incorporate healing touch so that you're

just feeling, less, less disconnected.

SHARON: absolutely. Absolutely. Very, very important. Whatever your particular

practice is , do it .

lisa: Even just massaging your feet. I mean, something simple . Something simple.

Massaging your feet, massaging your scalp. Something that grounds you in the

present. Lets you know, I am here. I am safe. I'm OK. A ll as well.

lisa: And the next tip is something that we've touched on a few times because people

have been forgetting you need to shower, wash yourselves . Please wash yourself.

Maintain, maintain your daily ablutions .
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SHARON: I mean we've, we have touched on this. It is important to maintain some

semblance of your routine and your self care, and cleanliness is really the least that

you could do . Yes. it really, it makes a difference to your mental health And that's

one of my tips for working from home. It's, you know to get up and get ready for

work.

SHARON: Right . I'm not saying you go to where a skirt suit or a three piece suit or

whatever your usual office garb is. you can make it casual Friday every day if you

want, but get up, shower, brush your teeth, get dressed, that is looking after your

mental health as well. Yep.

lisa: 100%, you will feel better. You will feel like a human being. You will feel more

capable of just getting through your day. Little, few more key and then that's going to

cascade out to everything else, so shower and then guess what Wash the dishes or,

or, or whatever your thing happens to be. But do some, some adult things to help

you stay focused and help you stay grounded. and also, this is something that we

touched on in our last episode, but make a post quarantine bucket list.
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lisa: Doesn' t have to be anything crazy. We're not talking about winning lottery

though I really want to win the lottery, but we're not talking about stuff of that nature.

Just little things that you're looking forward to doing. Again, once quarantine. once

the lock down is lifted, Tap into your hopes and dreams. And who knows? There

might even be some of those things that you can do right now. You might realize, Oh

wait, I don't have to wait until the quarantine is lifted to start my podcast. Oh. Or, or

whatever or, or write my novel or start my blog or do that craft. I always wanted to do

whatever it happens to be. so me things can be done now and so if you have the

mental and emotional bandwidth to do them now then do them now, just pick one.

lisa: Don't overwhelm yourself but do something that is connected to who you are,

your creativity, your artistry, your truth, and that will help you get through the isolation

period.

SHARON: And in doing all of this, remember to be kind to yourself. This is not

normal. We have not experienced a pandemic, a global pandemic before in our

lifetimes, as Lisa said. So yes, start what you can do now. Recognize, you're not

going to feel like doing it or working on it every day. Do a little bit that you can do and

then do something else. Do a little bit tomorrow. At the end of the week, you will still

be further along than if you had done nothing.
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lisa: Very true. Very true. So, . So, so baby baby steps and being kind to herself.

Very important. And then, so in terms of connecting with others to mitigate this whole

isolation situation.

lisa: Introverts know that being alone does not equate to being lonely. But again,

these are new and different times. So where it's forced isolation and it's seeming like

it's longterm. Every, every time, whether it is Barbados or here in the States or

around the world, the authorities say, great, you're on lockdown for a month. And we

all know it's going to happen. And then they get to like a few days before that period

it's like, great. We've extended it for another month and a half. And then extend it for

another few weeks. And so, just know it's longterm. Just be in touch with that reality.

B ecause this forced longterm isolation could lead to feelings of loneliness, although

like we said, ordinarily being alone doesn't equate to being lonely, but in this

circumstance it definitely could.

lisa: So just be one with that reality and find ways to build connections. So video

conferencing, everybody's on it knows Zoom, Skype, FaceTime, Google chat. Is

Google chat still a thing? I don't know.

SHARON: Google Meet
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lisa: Thank you. I was like, I knew it was the wrong name. Google Meet, whatever

video conferencing option works for you. Use that to keep in touch with your tribe.

Another thing that Sharon and I have mentioned before is most introverts don't like

unannounced calls - like do not facetime us unannounced. But if you know you don't

like that and hopefully the people in your life understand that schedule a time. So it's

not un announced, but you are still building that connection , carving time out to

connect with people that matter to you. And I think, you actually had experience with

this Sis when, T was at school over here in the States because you guys set up

times when you would connect, right?

SHARON: We had a weekly video chat time. I know sometimes it moved around a

little depending on what was going on, but it was just a time to check in. And that's

definitely something that you can do with people . And if you're not a video person,

you can still use your WhatsApp or your Messenger .. .

lisa: Text, text to your heart's content

SHARON: L et people know how you are, check in with them. I did that a few days

ago. There were a few people I had not heard from. I had not checked in with. I said,

today I'm going to check in with these 10 people. And I just sent a message to say,

Hey, how are things going for you and yours? Hope you are safe and well, that's all.

Then we had a short conversation by text and I think we all felt better afterwards
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lisa: That's good.

SHARON: You can do check in how you can,

lisa: And then also, beyond the, the what I call the mental health and connection

check-ins, if you're up to it, you can actually schedule activities. I've seen people

doing scrapbooking and doing arts and crafts and having, frankly, having a little wine

drinking party, like, we're all going to watch XYZ movie at the same time and we're

going to have our glass of wine and we're going to have a tea party. Oh, whatever it

happens to be, do what works for you, do it via video conference and build, build

connections that way. Keep, keep in touch with people.

SHARON: Interestingly, I tried to get together with some friends the other night for a

movie night. That was interesting because one person didn't have access to the

same technology. Somebody else couldn't get their video camera to work. Another

one had a little bit of a mic issue. My internet kept dropping out. We made it work.

We tried at least three different apps, you know. A lso recognize that the technology

does not always work as it should because so many more people are at home and

online. The very fact of reaching out and using whatever technological solution you

can come up with is going to make it better. So don't let technological glitches stop

you from connecting is what I wanted to say.
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lisa: Very true. Good, good advice. Good advice. In terms of connecting with others,

sometimes you might need a pro. You might need a therapist to talk to because

there's so much that you can achieve by speaking to friends and family and your

loved ones. But again, if you feel that you're circling the drain, either get in touch with

your current therapist, if you have one, or get an online therapist. There are so many

therapists and counselors that are offering, actually some paid, and some free. A lot

of them are doing free now because they're trying to serve and help others. Just get

people through this time. So there are free options out there, if money is an issue for

you and just talk, talk to a pro and then give you some additional tools that can help

you or let them just be an ear, listen to you.

lisa: And help you navigate this situation because we probably all need a ... It's

stressful, no matter what your life looks like it's stressful for everybody. The only

people that I don't really feel like hearing from are some of the celebrities. That's a

little side issue. I'm like, if I see one more celebrity complainimg about being on

lockdown in their 30 acre mansion, with infinity pool. I mean like, y'all need to hush.

Right . But beyond that, beyond that, it's genuinely stressful for most people.. . what,

what other tips, Sis?
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SHARON: Oh my gosh. Well, if you don't have anyone that you particularly want to

connect with in your immediate circle, right, you can join a Facebook group, a

LinkedIn group. There are groups for introverts - introverts unite separately - but

whatever, right. You can join one of those groups and you can connect with people of

like mind. You could give something back, you could find a way to serve others as so

many people are doing, if this is what works for you,

lisa: I've actually seen a lot of people, let's say people who know how to sew. And

initially a lot of them were just sewing masks and giving them away, frankly, just

doing something of service. Some give them away, some sell them, either is okay,

yes, either is okay, we're not here to judge, make your money if that's what you want

to do. If you want to do it on a pro bono basis, that's great as well, but just something

to serve others.

SHARON: Yes, exactly .

LISA: Take your mind off things, you know. Yes.

SHARON: So I think, care for yourself, care for others, connect with yourself,

connect with others.

lisa: And that way, the forced isolation won't feel as long and it won't feel as dire and

intense because you're building connection.
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SHARON: Absolutely .

lisa: But on that note, we're going to switch gears a little bit. There's connection and

then there's connection because there are ways, there are ways to build connection

that, some introverts are definitely not going to like. And so we're in our just venting

segment.

LISA: I'm going to turn, I'm going to turn this over to you, Sis.

SHARON: Speaking of just venting, please don't invite random people along to a

social occasion or on a video chat. You think you're going out for a meal with one

person and they bring their neighbor's boyfriend with them. no, don't do that. That

does not work for most introverts because we have to prepare ourselves mentally for

social occasions . And so we have already in our mind said, this is who we're out

with. We have, we have geared ourselves and steeled ourselves for the interaction

and another, another random person is a spanner in the works, frankly, a spanner in

the mental works.

SHARON: And we find it kind of hard to deal with, not gonna lie,

lisa: I t's very challenging

SHARON: We may put a good face on it, but inside, we're in a tailspin. Right .
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lisa: I've definitely had had that . That's happened to me more than once. And there

was one time where, I just called my friend, she's like, Oh, I've invited along three

other people. O thought it was going to be just the two of us. I was like, y'all go out.

Have fun and I'll catch you another time. Cause I just knew that I was not mentally

and emotionally in a good place to be able to deal with that foolishness. So I was like

, you have to know when something is not for you. You know. And I'm, I'm very clear

about that.

lisa: I had another friend who suggested a video conferencing with a bunch of other

people that I did not know - none of whom I knew. And the only person I would have

known would have been her. And I said, Nope, not comfortable, not doing it, but

thank you for inviting me. But it's not for me. It's not going to happen.

SHARON: And prioritize self care in these things. Okay. If you're a fellow introvert,

you know how this feels . It's okay to not want to be out there socializing out to the

baller every minute. Okay. That is not who you are. T each your friends and

connections to accept it too. Okay .

lisa: If they love you, if they love you, they will adjust. So I think, I think that is it for

today, right . Thanks again.

SHARON: Thanks for listening to the Introvert Sisters podcast. You can find show

notes on the introvert sisters.com
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lisa: Yes guys, and don't forget to follow us on Instagram and Facebook. Our hais @

the introvert sisters. And there you're going to get all kinds of introvert themed

goodness, and we will catch you again for our next episode .


